Would you like to use a technology solution? Great! Start with Step 1.

**STEP 1: CHECK LIST - CLICK HERE**

Look for the STATUS Column.

- NOT APPROVED: The application cannot be used.
- APPROVED: You may use the application.
- QUESTION? Email ACESAITC@ACES.ORG
  
Oh no! It is not on the list. Go to STEP 2.

**STEP 2: REQUEST A REVIEW - CLICK HERE**

**STEP 3: AITC REVIEW PROCESS**

- Data privacy review
- Curriculum review
- Technology review
  
  Contract and Notification Stage:
  Status added to the list; Initiate contract for approved non-fee vendors; Notify staff; Provide contract language if budgeted for purchase;
  Update contract status; and Notify parents.